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Chapter 1 : New Girl -- "The Story of the 50" -- 1/17/12 - DVD Talk Forum
About the Author Nan DeMars is an internationally recognized office ethics keynote speaker, seminar leader, author,
and columnist. She is President of Executary Services, a consulting firm providing workplace ethics training and C-Suite
assistant search.

Bested at his own damn language. This was originally a prompt fill on tumblr. Ideally, the title will make
sense after the fic has been read. See the end of the work for more notes. Stiles Stilinski is an absolute menace.
Laura says this is because Derek is originally from Mars: Stiles and Laura get along swimmingly. The fact that
Stiles is incredibly attractive only makes it worse; he carries this air about him like nothing can touch him, but
everyone should want to. Even if Cora teases him about too long and too intense stares across the room where
Stiles happens to be. Derek is just trying to figure him out. His hair looks loose and soft. No school, no fuss.
He picks up his textbook from beneath it all before it can get lathered in mayo. Whatever the fuck the joke is,
anyway. Derek never knows with Stiles. Stiles has planted himself in front of his notebook, after all. He
glances back at the clock hanging over the fridge. Derek regards him as he packs up his things. Is the
translator in your brain broken today orâ€¦? Cora makes a noise of exasperation. Derek narrows his eyes at
her. In front of him, Erica sighs. The table top leans as she props her forearms on the surface. Most people in
this town look forward to it, at this point. He finds Laura in the middle of a drinking circle, sprawled out on
top of the jacuzzi. A fiery redhead is licking away the salt on her stomach and Cora, standing off to the side,
looks two seconds away from a crime of passion. Laura swings towards her name, smile blinding when she
spots him. He stands his ground. The redhead is leaning heavily against her; probably the reason Cora,
beer-pong-extraordinaire, looks stone cold sober. Cora looks down at her with a soft expression on her face.
He can handle this. After Cora has lead Redhead back around to the front of the house, Derek returns his
attention to Laura, who is starting to look a little dazed herself. He lets her lean on him and looks out over the
crowd, searching for Stiles. Sighing, he pats Laura on the shoulder and leads her into the house. Luckily, she
had some sense to lock the place up. The walk from the back door and down the hall to her old room is free of
horny party goers and red Solo cups. The backyard, though, is a whole other matter. He deposits Laura on top
of her covers. She pushes her elbows underneath her and nearly head butts Derek in her haste to sit up.
Seemingly convinced, she lays back down and closes her eyes. Derek covers her with her blankets and stands.
He has half a mind to call the police. Cora says Stiles was drinking; what if he stumbled out of the party and
into the woods? When he sees Derek, he flashes a bright smile. His eyes are going in and out of focus.
Steeling himself, Derek moves towards the bed. Sprawled and obscene, Stiles reaches for Derek; long, slim
fingers wrapping around his wrist. His eyelids are low. He closes his eyes. Derek wants to kiss Stiles. He
wants to kiss this infuriating, beautiful boy. Wants to press every inch of their bodies together and revel in the
push and pull they do so well. He wants to press it away with his lips; but not now. Like your dumb eyes
andâ€¦ teeth. Stiles mutters something in slurred Polish and scrubs a hand over his face. His mind is whirling
into chaos, and his sheets smell like Stiles. He slinks under them and pulls the top down over his head. Then
he replays what happened with Stiles over, and over again. And he replays other moments, too: Stiles being a
cocky little shit, always teasing him and baiting him into banter. And Derek, as oblivious as Cora has always
said, had brushed him off as being a menace. It makes his stomach churn; knowing, after tonight, just how
quickly he would have jumped at the opportunity to flirt back. Footsteps sound in the hallway. He reaches for
his phone underneath his pillow. Is Stiles coming back to talk? The footsteps pad down the stairs, hardwood
creaks in the kitchen, and, quietly, the back door opens and shuts. Morning is trickling in through his window.
Derek is off his bed and out through his door in the next second. He flies down the stairs, across the kitchen,
some unrealistic part of him hoping that it he just gets there fast enough He opens the door. Beo is curled up
and comfortable on his bed, and a few feet away, stark against the white linoleum, is a puddle of pee. The wolf
pup in question flops to his feet in his excitement, a goofball of an animal whose tail wags so hard it almost
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knocks him off balance as he jumps up at Derek. Derek takes Stiles in with eager eyes: His bare feet and
baggy sweatpants, a loose and thick-strapped white tank top that exposes his throat. A peek of the smooth skin
of his rib cage. Derek stands stupidly in the doorway, body too busy buzzing to do much more. He steps the
rest of the way into the house and closes the door. How could either of them, how could Derek, now that he
knew? He probably needs to go again. Derek quickly turns to deposit the cleaning supplies still in his hands,
going to wash his hands after when Stiles starts to slink towards the stairs. He walks faster, shoulders
bunching slightly. Derek goes for a towel to dry his hands and in the next breath pops the back door open; Beo
bolts out, contained by the fence around their property. It swings wide as Derek dashes after Stiles, sunlight
cresting the mountains and pouring through in a wave. He bounds up the stairs, stopping a little too quickly on
the step above Stiles. He feels the heat of him, and pulls them up to the small landing in the middle of the
scissor switch staircase. Derek snatches his hands away when neither of them are at risk of falling down the
stairs. Stiles looks up at him. Stiles rolls his eyes. Stiles makes a frustrated noise, his entire body rolling with
it. Some pointless martyr complex to preserve household harmony? He grabs the hand Stiles is flourishing in
the air, stepping forward to cage him against the wall and thrilling when it earns him a gasp. Their eyes meet,
Stiles watching Derek with astonishment. He feels wild and uninhibited with every wet kiss he drops. His gaze
flicks up. He squints, voice going up an octave: Also, yesterday was Saturday. Stiles goes beet red, groaning
and flattening his hands so that they cover his entire face. Derek gives him a look. The tickling morphs
without Derek meaning it to.
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Chapter 2 : Sundae Mornings - raisesomehale - teen wolf - Fandom [Archive of Our Own]
How to Keep Your Job Without Losing Your Integrity. Nan DeMars. 10 Party Upâ€”or Party Down?: The Worst Hangover
May Come with a Lawsuit! Owning up to a.

That meant a whole evening of socializing without any chance of drinking in privacy. First time I tried to quit
was after I woke up in hospital as a result of a drunken stupid fight. I talked to my doctor, he referred me to an
addiction counsellor, but even after a number of expensive sessions I found myself back to my addiction.
Second time I tried to quit was after I drove my fist through a glass window during an argument with my
wifeâ€¦I needed 12 stiches in my forearm. The next day, I realized I really had a problem and that it was time I
got serious about quitting. This time, I came across your system and felt it was right for me. I was depressed
and lonely, and a glass soon turned into two bottles of wine every day. I was gaining weight, had chronic
headaches, and my depression kept getting worse. I was able to quit drinking for good, and your daily emails
kept me in check and motivated. Today I am celebrating 1 year sober and felt it was right to send you an
update. I have gotten over my divorce and came to terms with my loss. I feel stronger every day and look
forward to each new day. Your guide was extremely eye-opening and the daily emails made it extremely easy
to quit and to establish a routine that did not involve alcohol. The first couple of days were challenging but I
was able to deal with the withdrawal symptoms using your techniques and recommendations and every day
after that I was desiring alcohol less and less. It is now been 30 days and I no longer crave the liquor. Do you
wake up with the worst hangover and feel your aching muscles moving on their own toward the glass? You
gulp it, the drink rolls down your innards, burning every ache on its way, and just as it reaches your
stomachâ€¦ Is That You? You have absolutely nothing to lose except your addiction. Millions of others
struggle with Alcoholism. It is medically considered a disease, specifically an addictive illness. Fifteen million
Americans a year are plagued with alcoholism. Current statistics shows that some 30 percent of Americans
have had a drinking problem or some form of alcohol abuse in their past while a further 15 percent are active
alcoholics. If you or somebody you know is suffering from alcoholism, it is important to act immediately. The
effect of alcohol on the body and brain is significant. Alcohol abuse and addiction are serious, potentially
lethal conditions. The family and friends of alcoholics may endure incredible hardship in the face of this
debilitating disease. Alcoholism often leads to a dysfunctional family and a marriage on the rocks, worsening
abuse and complicating recovery. Alcoholism and excessive alcohol consumption are one of the biggest
contributors to the destruction of the family unit. Do you want to leave that legacy on your family members?
Excessive alcohol consumption is a major factor in domestic abuse. You are not powerless over alcohol. Have
you ever seen the bloated body of an alcoholic in the process of dying from liver cirrhosis? Do You Want to
Stop Drinking? Or, are you exhausted from dealing with an alcoholic husband, wife, friend, child, teenager or
family member? Does your spouse ignore any attempts you make to convince them that they have a drinking
problem? Do you feel like you are constantly obsessing over what the substance abuser is or is not doing all of
the time? It can seem like an impossible task to get through twenty-four hours, never mind a week or a month
â€” so just how do we get that proverbial monkey off our back? I understand what you are going through
because much of my life used to be ruled by alcohol. For years I drank too much and too often. I was
miserable and felt trapped. Includingâ€¦ You will accomplish all of this privately and confidentially in the
privacy of your own home, without the need to go to AA or spend thousands on counseling! Your system
helped me quit drinking without having to go through humiliating sessions; surprisingly it was much much
easier than I thought. I guess the hypnosis audio track really does work. The first 30 days of sobriety will
require some work from your part, in order to ensure that you kick your habit for good. This breaks down the
whole process and makes it so much easier for you as each day you will only have to focus on one small task.
In addition, during the first 30 days especially the first week , your body will be going through important
changes. I will also guide you on a daily basis on how to deal with emotional issues, stress, and anxiety that
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can crop up, and â€” if needed â€” how to repair relationships you may have damaged. They also equipped me
with the tools to deal with the difficulties and cravings that cropped up, and each day they made me stronger
physically and mentally. It can serve as a strong reminder, a. A very powerful part of the program. All you
need to do is to play it and relax. It can be a powerful tool during your first weeks of sobriety and can help you
achieve a new perspective especially when thinking about people you might have wronged and relationships
you may have damaged. Learning to deal with stress and anxiety is a crucial part of an alcohol-free healthy
life, as everyone is affected by stress at some point in their life.
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Chapter 3 : Party Down () - News - IMDb
Here's how to do the right thing without losing your integrity or your job. You've GOT To Be Kidding will help you create
an ethics-based workplace that's a joy to work in. This isn't the usual top-down, executive-only manual, but an approach
to workplace ethics that's as relevant and accessible to employees as it is to managers and executives.

Catch up with all installments of Worse Weekends Than You by visiting the archive. Email your stories to
will grandex. As always, we break some of the following stories down on Touching Base subscribe on iTunes
and SoundCloud. All the episodes can be found below. This past week I was in sunny, warm and welcoming
New York City for work. Now, given that I am what you would call, a drinker, I have a poor history of
showing up to NY for work and getting absolutely obliterated with my coworkers. Anyway this week, I
decided it was going to be different. But NOT this time. This was going to be an adult business trip. A
successful, no messes, adult business trip. And I managed to do that. I was in bed at a reasonable hour. I did a
sheet mask every night while watching The O. Friday I was swamped with work during the day and barely had
time to eat lunch. But that was fine, right? Everything was going to be fine. Even though it was my last night
in NY and my favorite coworker and I decided we were going out, it was going to be fine. We promptly went
down to a bar below said corporate apartment where I polished off three gin and tonics in less time than it
takes to watch an episode of one of the best shows to ever air, The O. I downed them like my life depended on
it and there was a gun to the back of my head to pressure me into to the downing. I know, I know. Aside from
occasionally stealth throwing up in the bathroom to be able to keep going live for a shoot and reload, tbqh and
every now and then Irish Goodbye-ing to put myself to bed which I truly think is actually, responsible! These
days I usually just wake up at home, no drunk texts sent but several ignored, with some chips in bed with me
and a cocktail I made but never consumed. Some curb in around Bedford got the better than me, and like Fall
Out Boy in , sugar I went down swinging. This is what you deserve, you mess. Like Michelle Branch in I got
back up actually pretty quickly and ignored my coworker insisting that I needed to go back to the apartment
for Bandaids. Why should I have listened to her, you ask? Needless to say, I now very much know eating
before drinking is NOT optional for me. And good for you, Williamsburg. Way to not let me leave without
going out with a literal bang. As someone who drank three gin-and-tonics on a flight before noon yesterday, I
can confirm that nothing good happens after them. I mean, who even drinks tonic anymore? Just so much
sugar. My thoughts go out to your battered body. May 5th, yes, I know not recent but just hear me out. We
planned on hitting up Downtown Houston none of that midtown bullshit that evening, so obligatory margs
were necessary for a solid pregame. Couple bottles later, we are having a grand ole time, and we decide to hop
around. So, at the next bar, I meet Natalie and her boyfriend, Timmy. Natalie is super cool and down AF to
take some tequila shots hopefully Avion, but who knows at this point. She seemed super in control of herself
and just super badass, so we tossed back a few shots, talked about stupid shitâ€¦. It was like her soul left her
body. Micah, please pause for dramatic effect Needless to say, Natalie got kicked out of the bar after this
sudden divine intervention. Since her boyfriend was mutual friends with some of our squad, we decided to go
with them. The bouncers basically lay her ass on the sidewalk, her boyfriend can hardly stand up at this time,
so he was in no condition to take care of herâ€¦.. Meanwhile a bunch of people are walking by and putting
their drunk ass two cents in, fights break out between randos and our squad, until finally we get in an uber.
Our ride is going to be about 20 minutes back to the Heights. We get the dumbasses buckled in, the car drives
about 40 yards, and I start to feel this warm sensation on my chest, stomach, and in my lap. Natalie has
proceeded to puke all over meâ€¦unconsciously. The uber pulls over, Timmy takes one look at Natalie, and
also proceeds to puke on me. I am completely dumbfounded. Talk about a way to sober up real quick. I get out
of the car, but we are still Downtownâ€¦. No no no no no no no. Please tell me she hit you with that Venmo
back. I could see this Natalie girl ghosting on you. We have a smaller friend group roughly people and
couples, so 7 couples ish and three of my buddies separately told me tonight their wives are pregnant.
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Sometimes the worst Sunday Scaries come from not drinking at all. This year we really outdid ourselves.
There was drinking, dancing, a photo booth, and a good time was had by all. Wellâ€¦ that is until about 1: I
scrambled to usher the last few party guests out my door and down the stairwell before the cops came up the
elevator. When the cops knocked on the door there were THREE of them and they explained that they had
noise complaints and needed to shut the party down. I feel like I need to clarify that these are three southeast
DC cops who are probably used to responding to shootings and robberies, not ugly sweater parties thrown by
yuppie white girls. Once they realized no one was there anymore they laughed at the whole thing and were
ready to leave me with just a verbal warning. Moral of the story: Honestly, you were probably a breath of
fresh air for these guys. As they should have. My boyfriend just moved into his new apartment which meant
pregaming an open bar on empty stomachs. On our way to the open bar, we joked with our Lyft driver how we
should have brought roadies. She offered to stop at the liquor store. My boyfriend and I killed a bottle of wine
in the backseat during the half hour ride. Open bar is hazy, apparently not much damage done, except with my
boyfriend. On the way home in the Lyft he fell asleep in the backseat and I had to have the driver pull over so
I could vomit all over the side of the road. There are several rules to follow when drinking that most of us â€”
including me â€” write off. Eating a strong meal before drinking. Empty stomachs lead to blackouts, and
blackouts lead to anxiety and hangovers. Oh, and then she followed up at 7 p. Just remembered I have
homework for grad school due at midnight. I need to reevaluate my life. Had my first experiences with an
office Christmas party and a bachelor party this weekend. Naturally, both led to me getting obliterated and
making stupid decisions. This led to me getting trashed and going back to their hotel with them. Anyways, I
ended up going back to my place with my HS friend and made some other questionable decisions. I wake up
Saturday morning feeling like shit and also with a friend of like 12 years naked in my bed. I take him back to
his hotel and try to recover from my hangover before the Christmas party. My boss paid for an 3 hour long
open bar. I leave to get real food and go home. We all go back to their hotel and keep drinking excessively.
My two friends leave to get food, but I decide to stay and hang out more. The sun comes up, and I take that as
my cue to Uber home. I almost make it home and then wipe out tearing up my knee and big toe in the process.
I take off my heels and limp the last few blocks home. I also can barely walk and have some massive hickeys.
Maybe my New Years resolution should be learning how to drink responsibly. Not only was that a whirlwind
because I read the first part of it as if you were a male, but then the final paragraph gave me heart palpitations.
I meet them out at a bar and we surprisingly hit it off right from the start. We spent the night talking, vibing,
and when we went to exchange numbers apparently we had matched on Tinder before a few years back since
her name already showed up in my phone. Suddenly this girl she hooked up with before apparently walks
through and wants to talk to her. They talk and then she leaves us alone.
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Chapter 4 : Land of the Free - Chapter 6 - BeanieBaby - Thor (Movies) [Archive of Our Own]
From the producers of Party Down South comes the most outrageous Party Down South 2! Follow a new crew of eight
young adults for one wild summer of extreme fun in Biloxi, MS. It's sure to be a.

Everyone has now felt the heavy hangover that comes along with New Years once again. Everyone attended
parties and got wild and crazy! So just who the hell are the best of the best to party down with? Well use my
guide next year and make sure these superhumans are on the A-list! Hell, Tony Stark is one of the most
famous alcoholics in comic book history! He also could fund the entire thing himself for you, and bring al of
his hot ladyfriends along with him to really liven things up. The only problem could be that Tony may not
know when to quit and could end up lingering at your house far into the afternoon of the next day. Little
known fact the Sandman is a drinking bud of Ben Grimm and has even visited Grimm in the hospitalâ€¦.
Badger is quite an interesting character who just so happens to love partying! Dang this would not fly in !
Wonder Woman A lot of people forget that Wonder Woman is indeed an amazonian! Enquiring minds want to
know because you know what they say, drinking is like a natural truth serumâ€¦ Number 4. Though a great
addition to your party make sure nobody ticks him off, the Juggernaut has a short fuse and a wandering eye.
Puck Not many people can party quite like a Canuck! Imagine asking this pint sized ball of energy to grab you
another beer? Puck loves to drink and spends a good deal of his time on the bar stool. Back in X-men
Unlimited 12 Wolverine, of all people, confronts Puck about his drinking problem! Hercules Oh man I know
this is turning into what some people like to call a sausage fest but Hercules is a must for any and every party!
This dude exists really only to party it seems. The Thing is a truly loveable guy. He loves to drink! The Thing
will be able to hold his liquor too and probably be the last guy standing at the end of the night. In the issue
described above with the Juggernaut X-men he takes both Nightcrawler and Colossus out to the bar then sits
back and watches Colossus get his butt kicked by Juggernaut. To teach Colosus a lesson at the time about
screwing over Kitty Pryde. So Wolverine will get you wasted and if need be teach you a life lesson to boot!
When he comes to the party get ready to get reeeeal drunk because it takes this guy like four times the amount
of booze a normal guy would need to even get a buzz! Make sure you have Tony Stark buy a couple extra
kegs that night if you know Logan is coming!
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Chapter 5 : Ask Reddit: What is the worst hangover you have ever had? And the story behind it : AskReddi
NASHVILLE - October 20, - Heat up your turkey fryer and spike the egg nog because this holiday season CMT brings
back America's favorite partiers in two all-new, one-hour PARTY DOWN SOUTH.

When I write, I usually have a picture of what goes on, like a movie so to speak, so this was a fun time. Hope
you enjoy reading it as much as I did writing it. See the end of the chapter for more notes. Chapter Text New
York City â€” Present Day It was a nice day out and for once in her life, Pepper did not have a meeting to go
to on behalf of his company, so Tony decided to take her out for a picnic in the park like a normal person who
was madly in love with another person. The ring around her finger was a plain band, fashioned from the
material of his first arc reactor, the one that Pepper had scooped out of his chest all those years ago. He had
carved two tiny words into the inside of the band himself. Pepper smiled at him when she noticed him staring.
She was decked out in a pale yellow sundress, her long copper hair glowing like bright embers of a fire against
her bare shoulders. He blinked when she plucked her giant hat off and set it over his head, the broad rim
blocking her mischievous smirk from sight. For a long moment, there was silence between them and he heard
the distant giggles from a group of little girls holding a birthday party down the gently sloping hill. He smiled,
trying not to outwardly show the panic rapidly welling up inside his chest. You know me so well, babe. Tony
turned to the source of the voice and after a bit of fumbling with the hat, he managed to lift it high enough to
catch sight of a pair of worn boots standing at the edge of their picnic blanket. Strange lowered his hands and
took a small step back. What are we going to do about him? There were cobwebs on the finger bones. Steve
Rogers smiled tentatively at him through the dense bush sprouting over the lower half of his face. He was
dressed in muted black and blue colors, two strange metallic wrist guards covering his forearms. His hair had
gotten longer and he looked a lot less like a soulless killing machine. There was life behind those eyes now,
but Tony could see how nervous he was standing a few feet from the man who had blasted his arm off all
those months ago. Tony activated his suit without thinking. Several things happened at once. We need to track
them down before Thanos gets to the Mind Stone, Tony! They sent him down with the survivors. He said a
guy named Thanos is trying to gather all the Infinity Stones in order to rid the universe of half of its
population. He already has two of them. We think they might be going after the rest as we speak. Even if I
wanted to help, he disappeared a few weeks ago, went completely off the grid. Perhaps that bond between
creator and machine is strong enough to lead us to him. The Captain thinks it may work. Strange was doing
some fancy rope-flipping thing off to the side and muttering to himself. Tony let go reluctantly when Pepper
excused herself to go to the bathroom. Barnes was watching their interaction with a slightly confused frown.
Peter Parker flopped onto his back and pulled off his Spider-Man mask. Loki turned to him with fearful eyes.
Thor squeezed those cool fingers gently, hoping to provide some form of comfort, but Loki did not seem
convinced. Fenrir rested at her feet, his dark gaze on the Titan who approached slowly. I am Thanos, Son of
Alars. Loki kicked Thor when he made another muffled strangled noise in the back of his throat. Their
interaction was nauseating to watch. She turned her head demurely to the side when he tried to capture her
chin in his fingers. The thick bolt of lightning crashed down from above along with the torrential knife rain
Hela had summoned in the blink of an eye. Thor was still humming with energy when he stepped out behind
Loki. Thor managed to grab the little nugget when the chain snapped. It felt like a miniature heart in his palm,
warm and pulsating with life. The ground exploded in a shower of debris as the Mad Titan emerged, the two
Infinity Stones in his gauntlet glowing fiercely bright. He pulled the long barbed sword from his chest with a
grunt of pain. Did you drop it? Hela whistled sharply and the wolf leapt from the foot of the throne, coming to
a stop in front of Thor and Loki. Thor winced and opened his palm where the Reality Stone had seared an
angry red burn into his skin. Thanos snarled at the sight of the Stone. It was so close. More swords rained
down from the sky. Thor took a startled step back when green tendrils began to see from the earth, manifesting
in grotesquely shaped skeletal figures that latched onto the Titan and began to drag him down into the ground.
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Thor stared down at the little golden ball encasing the Reality Stone and groaned. The little tree was hanging
haphazardly in front of them, the smart rabbit tucked securely in its embrace. It was definitely a mistake
because that gave the river of moisture gathering in his mouth a chance to escape. Loki elbowed him painfully
in the gut. The next second, they were being flung off the giant wolf. Thor landed on his back in a mountain of
garbage, Loki tucked safely in his grasp and shielded from the worst of the impact. They rolled apart and Thor
choked, frantically clawing at his throat when he felt the little ball travel down his esophagus after he
swallowed convulsively upon landing. The metallic taste of blood spread inside his mouth. Yup, it was
definitely in his stomach now. Pepperony is my fav canon couple. MCU Pepper is amazing, so I want her to
have a more active role in this fic. Women are strong and can kick as as much as men. Thor is disgusted at the
idea of Thanos X Hela.
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Chapter 6 : The Top 10 Superheroes You Wanna Party With! |
But somewhere around the midpoint of this episode season, Party Down hit a sweet spot that expanded upon those
subplots to the point where tonight's season finale has enough genuine tension to carry the series into a second
seasonâ€”which, happily, Party Down has been picked up for.

Looking at the cross currents of historical and contemporary events Wednesday, April 20, The Hangover, Part
V or whose inaugural party will we be seeing? Even in his boyhood home of Brooklyn he was soundly
rejected. As usual, political pundits are calling the nomination over, claiming there is "no clear path" left for
the other candidates to upstage "King Kong" Trump and "Hurricane" Hillary, but there are still 15 primaries
left on the slate, and I doubt Cruz or Kasich or Sanders will drop out. Trump and Hillary had this state in the
bag, yet with so much of our news media centered in New York it was natural they would make a big deal out
of these victories. The only question was whether Cruz or Kasich could dent Donald, and take away a few
delegates. Kasich did pick up 3 stray delegates. The two biggest states remaining on the primary schedule are
Pennsylvania next Tuesday and California June 7. Kasich has been keeping it relatively close in the Keystone
state and Ted is making a play for California. Bernie is also very active in these states, hoping to derail the
Clinton train before it reaches Philadelphia. There are a dozen other states and territories in play, many of
them hostile to Trump and Clinton. At this point, it appears Trump will easily clear delegates, maybe as many
as , which one RNC committee member hinted would be enough to push for his nomination to avoid a bitterly
contested convention. Cruz has been working hard to stack the delegates so that those committed to Trump on
the first ballot would vote for him on the second ballot, which has had the Trump campaign crying foul the
past month. If nothing else, Americans are learning how the nomination process works. Wolf Blitzer and John
King would go positively "apeshit" pushing all those numbers around on their digital whiteboard, as they
change from ballot to ballot at the Republican convention. Who knows, maybe Bernie will pull close enough
to Hillary that we actually go through a suspenseful first ballot at the Democratic convention. Trump says
voters are disgruntled because they think the process is being taken out of their hands and vested in a relative
handful of delegates, which they had no role in picking. Delegates are only bound to their candidates on the
first ballot, after which they become more and more free to go where power brokers push them, as was the
case in the old days. Given how poorly the electorate understood their candidates this election cycle, maybe it
is better this way. These guys represent a very narrow fringe, yet were able to dominate the Republican
primaries from start to finish. Together they won all but four primaries, Rubio picking up three primary
victories and Kasich one. Part of the reason was the huge field of candidates, splitting the vote and allowing
Donald and Ted to pull out primary wins with as little as 28 per cent of the vote. That would have been fine if
the delegates were awarded proportionally, as they were in Iowa. At least on the Democratic side delegates are
awarded proportionally, but then there is the matter of the superdelegates. Bernie Sanders handily won New
Hampshire in the popular vote, but thanks to the superdelegates, Hillary came away with more delegates.
Social Democracy at its worst. The onerous nomination process along with dubious new voter laws in many
states has left a lot of persons scratching their heads as to what this election cycle actually means in America.
It seems like very few persons are happy with the results, as we are getting ever closer to two nominees few
people wanted to see. Trump is highly unpopular nationally. This may turn out to be the lowest voter turnout
in general election history, which means all bets are off as to who the winner might be. Unfortunately, there
are no do-overs in presidential elections. It is an enormously costly affair. As of March 20, nearly one billion
dollars had been pumped into the Republican and Democratic campaigns, including super PACs. That cost
will double in the general election. Making matters worse is the low voter turnout in primaries. States range
from 4. The national average seems to be around 25 per cent. For all the attention and all the money poured
into this election cycle, very few people care. The Republicans could have avoided this entire fiasco by simply
selecting their nominee at a convention. Instead, we have been subjected to the worst reality show ever
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imagined -- a Battle Royale that came down to Donald J. Who the fuck is Lincoln Chaffee? The net result
being -- you are either with Hillary or against her. Sure Bernie raised a number of great issues and built up a
groundswell that briefly made us feel it was all over again, but this election was never about him, it was about
Hillary, her "judgement" anyway, which she was amply prepared to address. At least we saw issues raised on
the Democratic side of the primaries. On the Republican side, it was one of the most ghastly displays ever
witnessed in American history. Not a single GOP candidate offered anything resembling a coherent plan of
action if elected. They all boasted of what they would repeal their first day in office, and then offered up the
same stale tax cuts and government deregulations that has become the staple of contemporary Republican
thinking. The Republicans have truly become the Know-Nothing Party. All this leaves the average voter with
a very sick feeling -- that of having to choose between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton in the general
election. This was what most voters were hoping to avoid, yet thanks to their lack of interest and low voter
turnout is what we got. The Hangover will only get worse in November.
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Chapter 7 : Ken Jeong - Wikipedia
What do "most" college students do on the weekends? Pregame, party in a dorm, party at another school or party
literally anywhere else they can find. Wrong. Many, if not more, students actually don't drink and "go out." It only seems
as if that's what everyone does because you only hear.

Kelsie , we all played a raunchy game of truth or dare and some of us passed out early. This week, you only
saw seven out of eight of us take on the town of St. So naturally, in his honor, we decided to day drink at the
beach. For Raven and me, day drinking is our favorite thing to do. None of us wore our bathing suits that day
because we thought the water was still chilly. We met some cool people who "boodled" with us. Boodling is
when you funnel beer out of a pool noodle. We also met some people who did not know what to think of us.
The guys met a group of girls who were not receptive to them; and when our group of ladies tried to be
friendly with them, it was even worse. It kind of made us nervous that the rest of St. We quickly realized the
people of St. Pete are beyond awesome. At this rate, I am loving the hospitality of St. I get free beer at the
beach and free crab legs at dinner. After dinner, the crab legs or salad, or nachos I ate at dinner made me
super-gassy in the cab. Pete is super-crowded in a good way, which means there are plenty of potential drink
buyers â€” and people to get drunk with us. This place is our kind of party. When we were there, Tommy met
a girl who was part of a bachelorette party. All the bachelorettes were dressed in black dresses and the bride
was in white. After seeing her with Tommy, though, we could tell that she was a freak on the inside and ready
to get really "friendly" with Tommy. The girl actually reminded me of Ashton a lot. Pin Somehow, our
dysfunctional group is able to get this group of five decent-looking girls back to our house to party with us.
The bride-to-be also decided that she was going to moon the rest of our roommates out of the back window of
the cab. We all decide to keep this bachelorette party going with lap dances from the boys. Everything was
going well until someone decided it would be a good idea to bring up college football. This is when I realized
I will never make the mistake of insulting the Kentucky Wildcats. Bradley and Raven are ill with each other
because he was bragging about hitting on the bartender at the bar the night before. We get that they are a
couple and most couples argue, but good grief, can we not do this in public? Especially when we are all
sober-ish? Kelsie sees how close we all are and gets kind of sad and homesick because she feels left out of the
family. That evening, we decide to hang out with each other at the house and have a game night. We all play
flip cup except Bradley, so teams are even and we bet that the losing team has to suck the feet of the winning
team. Of course I cause the "Wrecking Crew" to lose, and we have to lick feet. This may not be the nastiest
thing I have done in my lifetime, but it sure is close. Pin Pin Everyone started winding down after flip cup, but
Bradley and I were still wide awake. At one point, we noticed our fridge was leaking so we started moving
everything from it to our beer fridge. It really ticks me off when people call me dumb or ignorant, because I
am actually pretty intelligent, believe it or not. Meanwhile, we see Tommy come out to the pool with a blanket
and pillow. Not only is our fridge broken, but the air conditioner is as well. She wants him to show her the
affection that he used to. I feel like Raven and I are going to be inseparable after this vacation. Sound off in
the comments below.
Chapter 8 : Alcohol Free Foreverâ„¢ How to Stop Drinking RIGHT NOW! | Wave Net Info
When your head is clear and you are rested, fed, cleaned up, you might try writing down your experience and keeping it
handy to read before the next time you intend to 'party down'. What you did was overdose on alcohol.

Chapter 9 : The Independent American Reader: The Hangover, Part V
The only problem could be that Tony may not know when to quit and could end up lingering at your house far into the
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afternoon of the next day. You'd have to be careful because he'd most likely be the guy who'd have you back partying in
the A.M. leaving you with a heavy week long hangover to recover from.
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